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Abstract 

In he,un transfer between the ~j accumulator and other rings. 
good trans\ crie matching between rings is required to conserve low 
emittance. To check on this with proton beams, a quadrupole pick-up 
wai installed :n the accumulator, This responds to the coherent beam 
envelope oscillations after injection, at second-order beratron fre- 
quencies (nX?.q)f~~. (Strong componcn1s at the revolution harmonics, 
c;~u~d by mi:,alignment a11tf electrical unbalance, are filtered out anti 
second-order ccrtngonents caused by missteering are minimized bs 
carefullv compcns~~ting the coherent dipole oscillations). The signal-s 
arc d;giiized and the followin, m analysis discriminates between hori- 
zcintal and vertical signals (with slightly different freyuencics) and 
~nr;lsurcs rhcir amplitude and phase. ‘l’hc associated aroblcrns and rr- 
suit t>f the m~;isur;ments are discussed. 

Introduction 

Obsc,r-v;ition cif transverse quadrupolc mode inqtahilitics in 
:l~ CIIRU Antiprotor. Accumulator (AA), [ 1 1 with an imr)roviseti 
i~si)n:~nt pith-ui. stimul:ltcti inKreit in quadrupote oscillar’ions anti 
p~omptcd the installanon of’ a l~~u-posc~~ desigr.ed detector. Now thr 
mcasurcmcnt ,ensit:vity ha\ been 5ignitlranrly increased, f3cili13ting 
&sr‘rv;ltlon of tllc !nstahili~ies and cnahling nleasurements of cober- 
cnt qu;~drupol~ os~ilt;~tions of injected beams to bc made. The lartel 
nl-r,\ides a Incan‘; of optimizing the matching of the iniection and 
?Ji’itlim w:!rlstir iines. 

Thi:. pap”- will tlelail aspects of rhe system design in 
;~(iilition to discussing the data acquisition and analySi5. 

Detector Design Requiremenls 

‘I‘hc theory of measurement of the multipole coefficients of a 
cit;u.:& bean1 using electrostatic or stripline drtcctorc, and the basic 
II~G~~II~cI~~~I~: limitations, are developed in refcrenzes 2 rhrough 5. In 
these papers it is shown that there are severe practical limitations on 
Ihis RI‘~III’;II’~ uith which multipole cocff’icicnrs can be measured. Tile 
principal p&lcms arise from, firstly, the quad:upole signal from the 
nick-ur) has an additional component, at the same freauencv, which 
~nc.re:~&s wilh the square of the beam’s transverse d&acer;~ent due 
LO dipole oscilla:ions, and secondly the quadrupole signal is normally 
very cmnll compared with the cornnmn mode signal a~ the revolution 
fre~luency. There are two ways of minimizing the errors produced 
by rhe first problem, namely, reducing the dipole oscillation until its 
c;)ntI-ibution is negligible or measuring this oscillation and, aftel 
calcdaticm, r;ubtra&Lg the dipole contribution. This latter technique 
is not silnl)le and has not been 11ecessary for the AA aoolication. For . . 
!llt’ s:~iorr~i prohlcm, the revolution frequency can be rzducctl by 
rood c‘ommctn mode rejection and if the quadrupole frequencies to be 
hbservcd are suffi,:iently far away, then strong filtering of the revo- 
Intion frcquen~y can also help. 

A simple pick-up design was chosen using four flat plate 
electrodes. A more complicated design with a linear response to the 
r;uadrupale moment would be less sensitive and the attainable system 
accuracy could hardly justify the coml?licntio:1s. 

In addition to the rlundrupole signal, this pick-up is also 
required to supply horizontal and vertical dinole signals. These . . 
signals are used for coherenl dipole oscillati& measuremenrs at 
injection and in the near future will be used for a new transverse 
d&per system [6]. They will replace the existing signals taken from 
the beam position monitors reducing significantly the noise injected 
on the stack via the, damper kickers. 

The four electr<,des arr connected to indeocndent vacuum 
fcedthroughs allowing the dipole signals to be obiained. The elec- 
trodcs are 5 15 mm long and 25 mm wide and spaced at 35 mm, 
which is as close as possible for the machine 2?i7( mm.mrad 
acceptance. The electrodes were made n~~ow and strengthened by 
spinal ribs to minimize lhc inter-electrode capacitance which can 
significantly rcducr the sensitivity to qundrupole signals. 

lhc r,ulge of output signals from this pick-up with 50 cm oi 
SO 01111~ cable connecting each feedthrough to the signal treatment 
box is as follows: 

for a centrat beam of 2 X 10” particles in a bunch 20 11‘; hlg the 

vt>ltage 011 each electrode is -10 V/peak. 

- fo[- simi]ar tw:un conditions the peak dipole sigrul is -7%) mV:mm 
bur thr ourput linearit, I’ hiiS ;1 very re&~XYl Klilg?. 

.LI 1hr other CYtI-ClllP ; i hr;~n~ of l(il~’ particles i~nrcreil in rhe pick- 
up hut with :L quadrupole d!stributlon of +I mm prnd~cr~ u 
quadrupole signal of approximately I2 pV. 

Signal Twatrncnt 

The dipole damper imposes the gratest requjrements on the 
frequency range. The lowest dipole mode to be damped occurs 
around 460 kllz and a linear phase response to 30 Liz is necessary 
demanding a bandwidth in exccsb of 50 MI lz. The lowesl frctluenc> 
quadrupole mode is just under I MHz. 

I.Jsirlc ~hc srandard npprwch of ihl‘ferenti,ll ;lmoliticr\ or 
imp&nX buj-fcrs to mea5urr i&se s:gnals \vith [heir large, commorl 
mode excursions would be difficult and inevitably noisy. It was 
therefore colrsidercd better to USC wide-band hybrid transformers. 
Normally, wide-band hybrid transformers uork at low impedances 
(SOLI ii), but with a l<>w electrode cap:lcitance this ~\‘ould give a 

very high low-frequency cut-off, (tens of MIIz). The pick-up sensi- 
tivity and low noise would be quickly sacrificed by working at low 
impedance. 

To obtain high in:prdance hybrid>, thr tr;m>fonncrs should 
have nwy turns 03 iqy ;ire;i, high p cox*s but ihcce fsctors t‘r)~i- 
flict with the required high frequency resnocse. The main limit.ttion 
came from the inter-winding capacitance and optimum results were 
obtained by stacking 3 small high p ferrites and limiting the number 
of turns to’10+10:14. The final arrangement is shoujn in Fig. I, The 
input impedance achieved is 1.5 kR giving :I low frequency cu-off 
of 1.1 MI-lz. 
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Fig. I - Quadrupole pick-up electrodes and hybrid circuit 
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I:ig 2 - Evoluton ofquadrupole coherent oscillation at injection. 
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Fig. 3 - Increase in quadrupole signal with dipole oscillations 

First Measurements of Coherent 
Quadrupole Injection Oscillations 

The first measurements were made using two spectrum 
analysers tuned to the calculated quadrupole frequencies (-4+2Qki)f0 
and (-4+2QV)fa. Ry triggering the spectrum analyzers at injection, 
the evolution of the quadrupole coherent oscillation could be fo- 
lowed (Fig. 2). The importance of the transverse position was de- 
termined by deliberately missteering both horizontally and vertically. 
Typical results are shown in Fig. 3, from which it can be seen that 
data on the yuadrupole oscillations is valid only when the dipole 
oscillation is less than 3~0.5 mm 

Using this technique, quadrupole signals wrrc measured at 
different magnet currents for both direct and reverse injection into 
the AA machine. Optimum settings were found giving smaller 
yuadrupole coherent oscillations. 

The range of voltages measured during these studies, with 
beam intensities around 2X 10’0 p, corresponds to detector levels of 
8 to 325 @V. Unfortunately the common mode rejection of the high 
impedance hybrids is inadequate for eliminating the revolution 
frequency signal in the quadrupole channel for which only 30 dli ol’ 
rejection is obtained. When measuring with a spectrum analyzer thij 
component is not a problem but, for display on an oscilloscope, it 
had to be filtered by 40 dR. The signals have been amplified and 
made available on a digitizing oscilloscope where their amplitude is 
in the range 5 to 2.50 mV r.m.s. The revolution frequency cL)ntcnt is 
20 In\’ r.m.s. 

(:ompensalion of Qu:ldrupc~lc Oscillations 

The t~ansf’cr line for .ultipn>torx- ~~OIII [tit’ ;;ccurtulatc)r to NC’ 
PS machine is 400 m long and contains us many as 45 qu:tdrupoics. 
Gotxi bcratron matching between the IWO rings 1s ther-ct‘orr not cas! 
to obtain, but it is important for conserving the low ar:tiprc’ton 
emittancc obtained hy ctx)linF. 

We measure the mismatch by observing the coher~rll 
quadrupole oscillations in the AA of protons transfcrxd in the op 
posite direction. The signals are acquired by computer from the digi- 
tal oscilloscope. A FFT spectral analysis (using a half-sine window) 
shows up the lowest frequency components at 2qfo and (1 -2q)fo for 
the two planes. Since q (the fractional part of Q) is near to 0.25 in 
both planes, these 4 frequencies are not much different (Fig. 4). 
Careful compensation of the linear coupling between the IWO planes 
by means of a skew quadrupole is required to remove components at 
(Clh+(lv)ft, and (I-qt,-qv!fo 

Fig. 4 - The four frequencies obtained by spectral analysis 
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To remove the mismatch by trial and error as described 
above is surprisingly difficult. Therefore, for each plane the sine and 
cosine components of the Zqfo component are measwed with respect 
to the injection time, and two quadrupoles in the transfer line are ad- 
justed to cancel both. For each plane, we use two quadrupoles that 
are focusing in that plane. The horizontal and vertical corrections are 
not entirely decoupled, but sufficiently so for a rapid convergence. 

How much each quadrupole must be varied to cancel both 
components is first established by a calibration. Each quadrupole is 
changed in turn by a known amount and the resulting change of the 
sine and cosine components is measured. By inverting the 2x2 ma- 
tris so ohtain,:d, we can deduce the changes needed to cancel both 

comptinents simultaneously. This process is, strictly speaking, only 
valid for small changes, whereas the measurement errors require rca- 
son;ib!y large ones. A compromise was found that leads to conver- 
gcncz after a few measurements and corrections. 

The calibration and correction sequences arc pro~rammcd 
and executed automatically when required. The program also com- 
pensates the dipole oscillations (measured simu!taneous!y in a simi!ar 
n~anner) and only accepts those pulses for the quadrupole measure- 
ments that show a dipole amplitude less than 0.3 mm. 

For discriminating the different frequencies a signal record 
cxten(!ing over about 380 periods (400 11s) is used: a total of 204X 
s;~rnp!es is acquired. The data from the firs: 5 IIS must be rejected 
because of high noise content from particles lost during the first few 
turns. I;or measuring the phase with respect to injection, only the 
firsr quarter of the time record is used. This appears to minimix tbt: 
fluctuations of the phase measurement; if a longer record is used, the 
result bccomrs tOo sensitive to errors in the frequency measurement. 

The result of these measurements was a reduction of the 
quadrupnle oscillations imainly in the horizontal plane.) by ahout a 
factor 3. The remaining components are of the same order as the 
fluctuations in the measurement. By calibration, using il know11 

dipole perturbation. we conclude that the emittance incre,lse due to 
mismatch must now be smaller than a few percent. 

Conclusions 

The passive high impedance hybrid circuit allows dctsction 
of very small quadrupolar differential signals in the presence of 
strong common mode signals. Detection of phase and amplitude of 
coherent vertical and horizontal quadrupolar oscillations a( injection 
permits measurement and automatic correction of trnns\erse mis- 
match. 
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